
DESIGNED
BY NATURE
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SUNWOOD VENET IANS

Nature and quality unite to create the perfect blend in  
every Sunwood blind. The beauty and characteristics  

of natural wood harmonises with every interior
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ESSENTIAL  COLLECT ION

SOFT  GRAIN  COLLECT ION

GLOSS  COLLECT ION

PERFECT  GRAIN  COLLECT ION

FAUX WOOD COLLECT ION
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INTO THE  WOODS

At the heart of Sunwood is the environment. Not only does Sunwood care about the 
world we live in, but also about the interior you live in. Wood is a natural insulator, 

our blinds help keep the cold out during the winter months while the white painted 
woods reflect the sun and keep your interior space cool during the summer.
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ESSENTIAL  COLLECT ION

Nature’s beauty is integral to the Essential Collection.  
This collection offers thirteen wood colours in a choice  
of 25mm, 35mm and 50mm slat widths to compliment  
your interior style. The Essential Collection offers a  
wide choice of elegant and classic wood stains or  

a selection of contemporary painted colours.

Pure with Jet Tapes

ESSENT IAL  COLLECT ION
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Tawny with Jet Tapes

Polar with Icon Tapes

ESSENT IAL  COLLECT ION
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SOFT GRAIN COLLECTION*

Evoking a sense of harmony, the perfectly natural Soft Grain 
Collection offers a rich colour palette of seven luxurious, 

textured tones, depicting nature’s wood grain. 

Acacia

SOFT  GRAIN  COLLECT ION

*To obtain their unique look and finish, Sunwood Softgrain woods are painted with a wash  
finish rather than a standard wood stain. Variation in shading and grain may occur.
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Fired Walnut

SOFT  GRAIN  COLLECT ION
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GLOSS COLLECTION

The ultra-modern Gloss Collection offers four contemporary 
wood colours with a sleek gloss finish. Perfect for any 

minimalist interior, exuding style and glamour.

Gloss Pure

GLOSS  COLLECT ION
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GLOSS  COLLECT ION

Gloss Pure

Gloss Black
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PERFECT  GRAIN  COLLECT ION

The Perfect Grain Collection features a laminate finish with 
constant grain and colour across three wood tones. Designed 

to present a flawless look, the delectable finish enables  
you to craft your own aspirational living space.

Elm

PERFECT  GRAIN  COLLECT ION
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FAUX WOOD COLLECT ION

Emulating a sophisticated wood grain or a contemporary 
smooth finish, Faux Wood offers 35mm and 50mm slat 
widths. Crafted using high quality PVC, Faux Wood blinds  

are the perfect solution for areas of high moisture,  
such as kitchens and bathrooms. 

FAUX WOOD COLLECT ION

True Embossed
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MOTORISAT ION &  TAPES ACCESSORIES

CONTOUR VALANCE

The elegant Contour Valance offers a simplistic and 
stylish finish to your blind. Available in the thirteen 
Essential Collection colours, compliment this bespoke 

valance with a contour tassel, perfect for those  
seeking the ultimate in finer detail.

MOTORISAT ION 

Sunwood motorised blinds optimise for the ultimate 
in light control. Designed specifically for Sunwood, 
the tilt and lift motor provides the ideal solution for 
hard to reach places and by eliminating operating 
cords, motorised blinds are the perfect child safe 
product. Powered by a discrete battery pack or  
by mains, these simple to operate motors, can 

control single and multiple blinds.

CONTOUR SILVER VALANCE

Merging the beauty of nature with an uber contemporary 
style, the Contour Silver Valance and matching tassel sets 
Sunwood apart. This is available across all five collections.TAPES 

The addition of elegant tapes can add luxury, style  
and character to your crafted Sunwood blind. Sixteen 
hand-picked tapes are available. Compliment or 
contrast your tape colour to transform your interior 
space. Unique flat weave tapes add a stunning finish  

with a contemporary collection of colours. TASSEL OPTIONS

Add the final touch to your blind by selecting one of our exquisite tassel options. All tassel options 
are available in four contemporary colours; black, brushed brass, matt nickel and chrome.

BULLET CYLINDERBELL

Pure Acacia with Dove Tapes



CHILD SAFETY

Child safety is of paramount importance. Every Sunwood blind  
is manufactured to the highest standard and in line with Child 

Safety legislation EN13120, giving you peace of mind that  
your Sunwood blind is child safe.

CALL FOR STOCKISTS 084 4811 8290

CHILD  SAFETY



WWW.SUNWOOD-BLINDS.CO.UK


